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Blackburn Wing

Screen blinds to all glazing

Project

Solution

The Blackburn Wing is a RIBA award winning
£2m extension to Bowcliffe Hall’s meeting
facilities.

Dearnleys proposed Silent Gliss heavy duty
motorised blinds with two blinds covering each
glazed section.

Full height glazing on three sides makes the
best of the stunning views from its elevated
position. However, to be operated at all times
as a meeting venue blinds were required to
provide daylight control.

A screen blind was fitted nearest the glazing
and a room darkening blind immediately in front
of it to provide a high degree of light exclusion.

To conceal the blinds when retracted a
bespoke powder coated pelmet was provided.
Dearnleys were asked to provide a sympathetic Some of the dim-out blinds could be used as
solution to provide the ultimate in light control.
projection screens due to their colour.

Benefits

Details

 Effective control of glare and solar gain by Products:
screen blinds

Silent Gliss 4960, 4880 and 4870
motorised roller blind systems.

 External view preserved by use of screen
fabrics

All blinds operated by radio
control (wireless) handsets

 Effective room darkening solution when
required

FR screen and black-out fabrics
Bespoke powder coated pelmet

 Some room darkening blinds double up as
Architect:
projection screens
 Pelmet to conceal blinds when not in use
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Screen blinds still permit an external view but reduce light gain and glare

Blinds concealed when fully retracted

Room darkening blinds partially lowered
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Middle room darkening blind in white fabric to double as a projection screen

Blinds to Drivers Club restaurant

Blinds to Drivers Club restaurant
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